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The crestal portion of the upper-crustal Wallowa batholith, northeastern Oregon, provides an exceptional
three-dimensional section through a flat batholith roof which rolls over into a steep wall at elevations of
about 1600–2800 m. The roof–batholith margin is interpreted as representing the frozen-in’ process zone
of granodiorite magma which was arrested during its ascent, thus providing a direct view into processes
that operate during construction of large, shallow-level Cordilleran-type batholiths. The batholith host rock
records two principal and presumably coeval emplacement processes: ductile flow largely accommodated
by rheologically weak and thus severely deformed marbles in the steep wall, and voluminous stoping of rhe-
ologically stronger, bedded siliciclastic rocks along the flat roof. Structures preserved along the roof suggest
that the stoping was a multi-stage process involving emplacement of up to hundred meters long sills along
bedding planes and formation of short connecting dikes cutting across bedding to produce sill–dike networks
along the batholith–roof contact. Portions of the sill–dike networks and enclosed large rectangular roof
blocks were then stoped into and continued to be mechanically disintegrated in the magma chamber. This
inferred mechanism departs from the commonly assumed mode of stoped block formation solely by thermal
shattering. In our view, host rocks in the process zone are fractured by dike propagation. It follows that such
process of roof disruption and subsequent block stoping could be extremely rapid. In combination with other
processes (e.g., roof uplift, ductile flow in weak lithologies), such rapid stoping could contribute to emplace-
ment of voluminous and mostly non-sheeted Cordilleran-type batholiths at upper crustal levels.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Pluton roofs provide the most rigorous insights into the emplace-
ment processes of upper-crustal granitoid plutons and batholiths
(e.g., Buddington, 1959; Cobbing and Pitcher, 1972; Myers, 1975;
Paterson and Fowler, 1993a, b; Paterson et al., 1996; Paterson and
Miller, 1998a, b; Yoshinobu et al., 2003; Rosenberg, 2004; Wagner
et al., 2006; Žák and Paterson, 2006; Paterson and Farris, 2008;
Grocott et al., 2009; Burchardt et al., 2010, 2012; Johnson et al.,
2011a). Unfortunately, most plutons in the upper crust are exposed
only in two-dimensional, approximately horizontal map sections,
and the scarcity of direct field observations on pluton roofs is one of
the main sources of controversies regarding pluton emplacement
processes. Only mountainous areas with significant topography and
difference in elevation of hundreds to thousands of meters can pro-
vide a more complete picture of the three-dimensional geometry of
rights reserved.
their roofs and roof–wall transitions in order to better constrain em-
placement mechanisms in the magma process zones, such as those
previously described at dike tips (Rubin, 1995). It is in these regions
that information is preserved on how host rock is displaced during
rise/growth of magma bodies.

The purpose of this paper is to examine in detail the roof of the
large, Cordilleran-type Early Cretaceous Wallowa batholith, Blue
Mountains, northeastern Oregon (Figs. 1, 2). Both the roof and the un-
derlying batholith are superbly exposed and reasonably accessible
along a ridge with more than 1300 m of topographic relief (Fig. 2b),
allowing direct observation and mapping of structures along the
batholith/roof contact. Below we first briefly introduce the geologic
setting of the Wallowa batholith and present pressure estimations
from Al-in hornblende barometry to constrain its emplacement
depth. We then describe in detail the three-dimensional geometry
of the batholith roof and concentrate on mesoscopic structures
along the batholith–roof contact. We also describe observations on
xenoliths in the granodiorite–tonalite below the roof. Field observa-
tions, hornblende barometry, and structural data are then used as a
background for general discussion on emplacement processes of
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Fig. 1. (a) Map showing location of the Blue Mountains Province in the northwestern United States. Redrafted fromWyld et al. (1996). (b) Simplified geologic map showing terranes
and their approximate boundaries in the Blue Mountains Province. The Wallowa batholith intrudes oceanic arc rocks of the most outboard Wallowa terrane. Redrafted from
Schwartz et al. (2011a).
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large-volume upper-crustal granitoid plutons and Cordilleran-type
batholiths with a special emphasis on magmatic stoping and its role
in the downward transport of host rock from collapsing roofs into
magma chambers.

2. Geology of the Wallowa batholith: a brief overview

The Wallowa batholith is the largest (~620 km2) of multiple com-
positionally diverse plutonic bodies that intruded the Blue Mountains
Province (Fig. 1b), an assemblage of amalgamated Permian to Jurassic
oceanic arc terranes attached to the North American Craton during
the Early Cretaceous (e.g., Thayer and Brown, 1964; Armstrong et
al., 1977; Dickinson, 1979, 2004, 2008; Vallier and Brooks, 1995;
Dorsey and LaMaskin, 2007; LaMaskin et al., 2009, 2011; Schwartz
et al., 2011a, b and references therein). The batholith is composite
and according to Taubeneck (1987) and Johnson et al. (2011b) con-
sists of four main ~E–W trending plutons (from north to south;
Fig. 2a): Pole Bridge pluton (140.2±1.4 Ma), Hurricane Divide pluton
(130.2±1.0 Ma), Craig Mountain pluton (125.6±0.6 Ma), and the
Needle Point pluton (130.8±1.5 Ma; Pb/U zircon ages after Johnson
et al., 2011b). Overlapping ages and identical compositions of the
~130 Ma Hurricane Divide and Needle Point plutons (K. Johnson,
unpublished data) suggest that they are virtually the same intrusion
bifurcated by the youngest Craig Mountain pluton (Fig. 2a). Rocks
from the Pole Bridge, Hurricane Divide, and Needle Point plutons
are compositionally extended from diorite to the most widespread
amphibole–biotite granodiorite to tonalite with minor bodies of
hornblende gabbro. These plutons are interpreted to be derived
from a mantle source during the waning stages of Late Jurassic–
Early Cretaceous arc activity associated with amalgamation of the
Blue Mountains terranes (Johnson et al., 2011b). On the other hand,
compositions of rocks of the Craig Mountain pluton are consistent
with partial melting of thickened crust (Johnson et al., 2011b) follow-
ing attachment of the Blue Mountains superterrane to the continental
margin (dated at 128±3 Ma by Getty et al., 1993). The last stage of
Wallowa magmatism is represented by small satellite bodies of cordi-
erite trondhjemite to the south of the main batholith (e.g., Taubeneck,
1964; Johnson et al., 1997, 2002).

The batholith is largely concealed by basalt flows of the Miocene
Columbia River Group (Fig. 2a); intrusive contacts against the host
rocks of the Wallowa oceanic arc terrane are exposed only along its
northeastern and southeastern margins (Fig. 2a; Krauskopf, 1943).
These volcanic and sedimentary arc-related rocks comprise here a
~300–460 m thick succession of Upper Triassic (Carnian–Norian)
limestone and calcareous shales of the Martin Bridge Formation
(Fig. 3a–e). These rocks were overlain conformably by Upper Triassic
to Lower Jurassic (Norian–Sinemurian) bedded siliciclastic sedimen-
tary rocks of the Hurwal Formation (Fig. 3a, f) comprising shales,



Fig. 2. (a) Simplified geologic map of the Wallowa batholith. The batholith is largely concealed beneath the Tertiary Columbia River Basalt Group. The southeastern contact dips
moderately outwards according to Krauskopf (1943) whereas a large portion of the northeastern contact is an irregularly shaped pluton roof (this study). The batholith is composite
and consists of four component intrusions emplaced over a time span of about 15 M.y. during the Early Cretaceous. This contribution examines the roof of the ~130 Ma Hurricane
Divide pluton (outlined by bold rectangle). Geology compiled fromWalker (1979) and Taubeneck (1987), radiometric ages taken from Johnson et al. (2011b). (b) Satellite image of
the batholith roof exposed along a prominent ~NNE–SSW trending ridge above the Lostine River at elevations of about 2300–2500 m above the sea level. Stars indicate location of
outcrop photographs presented in this paper, arrows indicate approximate direction of view from a distance. Background image taken from Google Maps.
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siltstones, and quartzites of unknown total thickness (Smith and
Allen, 1941; Weis et al., 1976; Stanley et al., 2008). Both successions
have been affected heterogeneously by contact metamorphism and
deformation which increase in intensity towards the batholith
(Krauskopf, 1943). The contact metamorphic overprint produced a
variety of hornfelsic rocks from siliciclastic protoliths but was most
intense in the carbonate lithologies which are commonly recrystal-
lized to marbles and calc-silicate rocks with tremolite, garnet, epi-
dote, diopside, and wollastonite (Fig. 3d, e; Krauskopf, 1943). Away
from the batholith, the degree of regional metamorphism is low in
general and does not exceed greenschist-facies conditions.

3. Al-in hornblende barometry and emplacement depth
of the batholith

Since the seminal work of Buddington (1959), pluton emplace-
ment depth has been recognized as one of the key factors controlling
emplacement processes. To better constrain the emplacement depth
of the Wallowa batholith and its component plutons, we used the
Al-in-hornblende barometer of Anderson and Smith (1995), which
accounts for the effects of oxygen fugacity and temperature. Equilib-
rium temperatures were estimated using the hornblende–plagioclase
thermometer of Holland and Blundy (1994). Only compositions from
adjacent hornblende and plagioclase rims were used in the estimates.
Our pressure calculations are based on 29 hornblende–plagioclase
pairs from 5 samples; the results are summarized in Tab. 1. Rocks
from the Wallowa batholith yielded a range of pressure estimates
from 0.11 to 0.26 GPa. In general, the Needle Point pluton yielded
the highest pressure estimates (0.26 GPa), whereas the Craig Moun-
tain pluton provided lower estimates of 0.11 to 0.22 GPa. The Hurri-
cane Divide pluton, examined in detail in this study, yielded a
pressure of 0.16±0.06 GPa (Table 1), which is the same as a pressure
estimate of 0.16±0.06 GPa determined for the nearby Cornucopia
stock (Johnson et al., 1997). In summary, the Al-in hornblende ba-
rometry corroborates a shallow emplacement depth of the Wallowa
batholith (b7 km).

4. Overall three-dimensional geometry of the batholith roof

The exposed batholith–host rock contact is curvilinear to highly ir-
regular even on a regional scale and consists of individual segments
with variable strike and dip (Fig. 2a). The southeastern segment of
the contact strikes roughly NE–SW and dips ~30°–60° outwards
according to mapping by Krauskopf (1943) whereas the northeastern
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Fig. 3. Lithologic units and structures in the Wallowa batholith roof. (a) Folded anticlinal concordant contact between marbles of the Martin Bridge Formation and overlying sili-
ciclastic rocks of the Hurwal Formation; valley southeast of Frances Lake. (b) Distant view of the roof and batholith–roof contact above Frances Lake. (c) Distant view on marbles of
the Martin Bridge Formation containing folded layers and boudins of calc-silicate rocks; east face of Marble Point ridge. (d) Close-up view of minor isoclinal folds with their axial
planes parallel to metamorphic foliation in marble of the Martin Bridge Formation; 1.1 km southeast of Frances Lake. (e) Mineral lineation in marble of the Martin Bridge Formation.
The lineation is defined by fibres of contact-metamorphic tremolite; 1.1 km southeast of Frances Lake. (f) Monoclinal bedding in the siliciclastic rocks of the Hurwal Formation dip-
ping moderately to the northeast; ridge to the south of Frances Lake. See Fig. 2b for location of photographs.
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segment is more or less straight and steep at lower elevations
(Fig. 2a), perhaps representing a side wall of the batholith. At the
highest exposed elevations above 2500 m above sea level, the contact
becomes flat and reveals a considerably more complex geometry
(Fig. 2b). This portion of the contact shows generally flat to gently
dipping attitude while it occupies the highest structural position in
the entire batholith. It is thus the batholith roof (Fig. 4) and is dealt
with in detail hereafter. This flat roof forms two narrow, approxi-
mately 1 km long projections that extend northward and southward
from the main roof (Fig. 4a). As these projections follow a prominent
ridge above the Lostine River valley (Figs. 2b, 4a) and the contact with
the underlying batholith is generally flat to gently dipping (Fig. 5),
their shape reflects intersection of the roof with the present-day to-
pography. However, both these erosional remnants of the flat roof
pass continuously sideways into steeper segments of the contact
(Figs. 2b, 4a, c, and 5).

5. Structure of the batholith roof

The large-scale structure in the mapped portion of the roof is de-
fined by a major ~NW–SE trending tight anticline, where the marbles
and calc-silicate rocks of the Martin Bridge Formation occupy the core
and the overlying siliciclastic rocks of the Hurwal Formation are ex-
posed in the limbs, and a significantly smaller syncline to northeast
containing a folded marble layer inside the Hurwal Formation
(Fig. 4a, c). Even in the absence of reliable way-up indicators, strati-
graphic relations combined with the orientation of bedding in the
Hurwal Formation establish that the southwestern limb of the
major anticline has been overturned (Figs. 3a, 4a, c). Although the re-
lationship between both formations is generally concordant, they ex-
hibit remarkably contrasting patterns of deformation. The marbles
have been thoroughly recrystallized and exhibit pervasive metamor-
phic foliation, compositional banding, and tight to isoclinal minor
folds defined by folded calcite veins or quartzite and calc-silicate in-
tercalations (Fig. 3c, d). Metamorphic foliation and banding in the
marbles strikes ~E–W to ~NW–SE and dips moderately to steeply to
the NE (Fig. 4a, b). Mineral lineation, defined by elongated or fibrous
grains of calcite, tremolite (Fig. 3e), and epidote shows a great scatter
but tends to plunge moderately to the NE (Fig. 4a, b). In contrast, bed-
ding is well preserved and chiefly planar (not folded into minor folds)
in the siliciclastic rocks of the Hurwal Formation (Fig. 3f). In the
southwestern overturned limb of the anticline, the bedding strikes
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Table 1
Average hornblende and plagioclase compositions used in the pressure estimates. Ab-
breviations: P.B., Pole Bridge pluton; H.D., Hurricane Divide pluton; C.M., Craig Moun-
tain pluton; N.P., Needle Point pluton; n, number of hornblende–plagioclase pairs used
in the pressure estimates; FeO*, Total iron as FeO.

Sample W98-46A W98-22A W98-36 C W98-43 W98-83

Pluton P.B. H.D. C.M. C.M. N.P.

n 5 5 4 6 9

ave. S.D. ave. S.D. ave. S.D. ave. S.D. ave. S.D.

Hornblende
SiO2 48.86 0.64 47.78 0.37 49.28 0.94 47.57 0.47 46.62 0.77
TiO2 0.53 0.22 1.11 0.40 0.60 0.10 0.96 0.26 0.62 0.11
Al2O3 5.48 0.42 6.53 0.44 5.26 0.75 7.17 0.22 7.52 0.44
FeO* 13.78 0.25 13.91 0.69 12.54 0.27 13.93 0.45 16.20 0.83
MgO 14.45 0.21 14.09 0.51 15.02 0.17 13.83 0.34 12.60 0.62
MnO 0.40 0.01 0.33 0.04 0.66 0.11 0.45 0.10 0.30 0.02
CaO 11.99 0.09 12.00 0.22 11.85 0.22 11.77 0.56 12.07 0.12
Na2O 0.80 0.10 1.03 0.21 0.89 0.19 0.86 0.15 0.90 0.06
K2O 0.42 0.09 0.50 0.04 0.33 0.06 0.35 0.07 0.62 0.06
F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Cl 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02
Total 96.73 0.18 97.37 0.73 96.42 0.54 96.93 0.39 97.50 0.50

Plagioclase
SiO2 61.34 0.74 60.39 0.74 62.95 1.80 56.56 0.62 59.53 0.89
Al2O3 24.53 0.36 25.51 0.54 23.80 1.63 27.71 0.36 25.93 0.73
FeO* 0.19 0.03 0.21 0.04 0.25 0.12 0.27 0.04 0.25 0.06
CaO 5.29 0.40 5.92 0.42 4.26 1.72 8.80 0.33 6.60 0.75
Na2O 8.47 0.37 8.02 0.28 8.86 0.97 6.18 0.22 7.61 0.36
K2O 0.22 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.27 0.07 0.20 0.05 0.21 0.09
Total 100.03 0.47 100.24 0.55 100.40 1.06 99.71 0.29 100.12 0.68
T (°C) 690 26 739 22 687 43 732 26 728 22
P (GPa) 0.13 0.02 0.16 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.22 0.04 0.26 0.03
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~E–W to ~WNW–ESE to ~NW–SE and dips moderately to steeply to
the NNE (Fig. 4a, b). Mineral and stretching lineations are absent. In
general, the foliation and bedding in both formations are sub-
parallel to the axial plane of the major anticline. Most importantly,
at the map scale, the flat-lying upper contact of the batholith is dis-
cordant with structures in the overlying rocks (Fig. 4a).

6. Emplacement-related structures along the batholith–roof
contact

The batholith–roof contact is structurally rather complex at the
scale of meters to tens of meters (Figs. 5–8). In detail, the flat portion
of the roof, predominantly composed of bedded siliciclastic rocks of
the Hurwal Formation (Figs. 2b, 4, 5, and 6), has been intruded by nu-
merous meters-thick sheets of granodiorite. The intrusive sheets are
both concordant and discordant, that is, parallel to or at a high
angle to the bedding, and are thus hereinafter referred to as sills
and dikes, respectively. The roof exposes a downward gradation
from isolated sills away from the roof margin (i.e., structurally
above) that extend several hundred meters along strike (Fig. 5b) to
a network consisting of interconnected sills and dikes (Fig. 7a). The
adjacent sills and dikes delineate roughly rectangular roof-rock
blocks several meters to tens of meters across and thus exemplify
the extensive fragmentation of the batholith roof (Figs. 5b, and 7a).
In some places, only tens of meters long sills are preserved along
the roof margin and no dikes extend from the main granodiorite
mass upward into the roof (Fig. 7b). However, even in these cases
the roof–granodiorite contact takes abrupt, nearly 90° steps that are
discordant and sharply truncate bedding. On the other hand, some
portions of the roof have been intruded only by steep dikes
(Fig. 6a), and sills or interconnected sill–dike networks are absent.
In one zone below the roof (several tens of meters wide), xenoliths
are particularly abundant (e.g., Fig. 6b) ranging in size from tens of
meters down to decimeters in length. This near-contact zone then
passes downward to non-sheeted granodiorite, which is either poor
in xenoliths or contains only scattered, variably-sized xenoliths
(Fig. 6b).

Steep segments of the roof contain abundant sills and dikes that
define a zone, several tens of meters wide, of extensive host rock frag-
mentation along the roof margin (Fig. 7c). However, this zone passes
rather abruptly sideways into the non-sheeted and xenolith-poor
granodiorite that lacks any visible internal contacts (e.g., Fig. 6b).
Only in a few places are volumetrically minor sheeted complexes
found either inside or at a distance of several tens of meters from
the roof (Fig. 8a, b, respectively). These complexes typically consist
of multiple decimeter- to meter-thick sheets of variable texture and
composition ranging from diorite through tonalite to aplite.

In detail, a variety of small-scale structures along the roof margin
provides further information on the emplacement processes and their
relative succession. Some metapelitic lithologies commonly contain
thin veins of leucosome either parallel to metamorphic foliation and
banding or intensely folded into minor tight folds with foliation-
parallel axial planes (Fig. 8c). The leucosome veins alternate with re-
fractory metapelitic layers devoid of leucosome and display minor
ductile deformation. Leucosomes and metapelitic layers are all in-
truded by thin granodiorite sills that truncate the ductile structures
along knife-sharp contacts (Fig. 8c). In other places, thin host rock
screens have been ductilely shortened, as evidenced by tightly folded
bedding with fold axial planes parallel to the sheet margins (Fig. 8d)
or by bedding that wraps around the blunt sheet tips (Fig. 8e). In ad-
dition, some of the sheets exhibit rather complex internal structure
and contain margin-parallel schlieren layering or more irregularly-
shaped concentrations of hornblende and biotite (Fig. 8d). The inter-
nal contacts between adjacent sheets are commonly delineated by
trains of ductilely deformed and disrupted xenoliths. In some cases,
the sheets wrap around xenoliths; whereas, in other cases, sheets
have knife-sharp margins that truncate host rock markers in xeno-
liths with little to no evidence of ductile deformation (Fig. 8f).

7. Xenoliths below the roof

As noted already by Krauskopf (1943), xenoliths are particularly
abundant below some portions of the batholith roof (e.g., Fig. 7b)
but may be entirely absent in other places. The vast majority of xeno-
liths in our study area are relatively compositionally uniform, domi-
nated by siliciclastic rocks with various degree of contact
metamorphic overprint and derived from the Hurwal Formation; car-
bonate and calc-silicate rocks correlative with the Martin Bridge For-
mation are rare. The sizes of xenoliths vary over several orders of
magnitude from milimeters to tens of meters across. The largest xe-
noliths have typically rectangular shape (Fig. 9a) and are delimited
by two contrasting types of outer margin. Margins that are discordant
at a high angle to the strike of bedding in the xenoliths are irregular
but simple and knife-sharp (Fig. 9b); whereas, margins concordant
with bedding are commonly intruded by minor sills and disrupted
into a mosaic of smaller blocks surrounded by the granodiorite
(Fig. 9c). Reaction textures are rare along xenolith/host margins and
are mostly limited to smaller (cm- to dm-sized) xenoliths. Inside,
the xenoliths are either devoid of any intrusive sheets or commonly
preserve the sill–dike network as normally seen in the near-contact
zone of the batholith roof (compare Figs. 7a and 9a). Smaller xeno-
liths are rectangular to rounded and occur either isolated or in accu-
mulations together with mafic microgranular enclaves (Fig. 9d). In
some cases, the smaller xenoliths are aligned parallel to magmatic fo-
liation in the host granodiorite.

It is important to note that xenoliths at greater distances from the
roof commonly show the following evidence of their rotation and
movement through the magma, suggesting that they are stoped
blocks and not in situ rafts (see Paterson et al., 2008 for definitions
and discussion): (1) Bedding inside these xenoliths exhibits multiple
orientations that are remarkably different from the generally
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monoclinal bedding attitude in the roof (e.g., Fig. 7b). (2) In some
cases, the xenoliths are mingled with mafic microgranular enclaves.
(3) Xenoliths are also aligned parallel to magmatic foliation in the
host granodiorite. (4) Away from the roof, xenoliths typically occur
scattered in the non-sheeted, compositionally and texturally relative-
ly uniform granodiorite with no internal contacts of any kind.
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Fig. 5. Distant (a) and close-up (b) views of the Wallowa batholith roof exposed along a ridge above the Lostine River valley. The main portion of the batholith–roof contact dips
gently but in detail the contact is highly irregular and disrupted by a network of intrusive sheets. See Fig. 2b for location of photographs.
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8. Discussion

The traditional, long-held view of granitoid plutons as constructed
episodically through only a single or a few large magma batches that
can then persist in the crust as large long-lived chambers has been re-
cently vigorously debated and challenged by the currently popular
incremental growth hypothesis (for discussions see, e.g., Marsh,
1989, 2000; Coleman et al., 2004; Glazner et al., 2004; Morgan et al.,
2004; Matzel et al., 2006; Miller et al., 2007; Bachmann and
Bergantz, 2008a, b; Bartley et al., 2008; Burgess and Miller, 2008;
Zellmer and Annen, 2008; Karlstrom et al., 2010; Memeti et al.,
2010; Pignotta et al., 2010; Menand, 2011; Miller et al., 2011; an ex-
tensive discussion on this topic raged also on the granite-research
listserv network in 2011). The latter hypothesis proposes that large
volume plutonic bodies were never extensively molten at once but
instead were constructed through numerous small magma additions
(dikes or sills) that accumulated in a dike-by-dike manner (incre-
mentally) to form a larger pluton. Thin dikes or sills should cool
Fig. 4. (a) Detailed geologic and structural map of the Wallowa batholith roof. Geology and
Minute series maps, Chief Joseph Mountain and Eagle Cap quadrangles. (b) Stereonets (eq
rocks of the Hurwal Formation and metamorphic foliation and associated mineral linea
sections along lines A–A´ and B–B´ (location of lines is indicated in the map) across the ro
units represent interpreted trace of bedding and metamorphic foliation, respectively.
rapidly below their solidi between injections implying that large
magma reservoirs should be transient and rare features particularly
in the cold upper crust. Were this hypothesis correct, some magma
ascent mechanisms such as diapirism, voluminous stoping, or nested
intrusion of large magma batches should not operate as commonly
envisaged. However, the incremental growth hypothesis, although
undoubtedly well applicable to some high-level laccoliths, smaller
tabular plutons, and extensively sheeted complexes (e.g., Mahan et
al., 2003; Walker et al., 2007; Michel et al., 2008; Farina et al., 2010;
Horsman et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2011), faces serious difficulties to
satisfactorily explain the emplacement of large vertically extensive
and irregularly-shaped plutonic bodies. This hypothesis is also diffi-
cult to reconcile with the presence of large calderas and large-
volume compositionally monotonous ignimbrites (monotonous in-
termediates) at the Earth's surface, requiring sizeable chambers of
much larger volume than that of the erupted magma (e.g., Lipman,
1997, 2000, 2007; Bachmann et al., 2002, 2007; Jellinek and
DePaolo, 2003; Bachmann and Bergantz, 2004; 2008a,b; Cole et al.,
structures are new mapping (this study), topographic background is trimmed USGS 7.5
ual area, lower hemisphere projection) show orientation of bedding in the siliciclastic
tion in marbles of the Martin Bridge Formation. (c) Simplified interpretative cross-
of of the Wallowa batholith. Dashed and solid lines within Hurwal and Martin Bridge
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Fig. 6.Wallowa batholith roof to the southeast of Echo Lake. (a) Siliciclastic sedimentary rocks of the Hurwal Formation in the roof intruded by subparallel steeply dipping intrusive
sheets. (b) Irregular geometry of the batholith–roof contact consisting of steep and flat segments. View on the opposite (southern) side of the same ridge as shown in Fig. 6a. See
Fig. 2b for location of photographs.
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2005; Christiansen, 2005; de Silva and Gosnold, 2007; de Silva, 2008).
One of the most common features of many plutons in continental-
margin arcs and collisional orogens is the scarcity or even absence
of internal contacts that must necessarily delineate the rapidly freez-
ing magma increments, in particular at upper crustal levels (e.g.,
Vernon and Paterson, 2008; Žák et al., 2009; Hildebrand et al.,
2010). This macroscopic homogeneity of plutons and their erupted
equivalents is in many cases further complemented by their uniform
geochemical characteristics over broad scales (for discussions see,
e.g., Lipman et al., 1997; Bachmann and Bergantz, 2004; Metcalf,
2004; Bachmann et al., 2007; Lipman, 2007; de Silva and Gosnold,
2007; Bachmann and Bergantz, 2008a, b; Hildebrand et al., 2010;
Fohey-Breting et al., 2011; Folkes et al., 2011) and by continutity
and homogeneity in orientation of magmatic foliations and lineations
across plutons (e.g., Paterson and Vernon, 1995; Žák et al., 2007;
Bouchez, 2000). On a philosophical note, applying Occam's razor to
this controversy, a more rational approach is to search for the poten-
tial mechanisms that could accommodate emplacement of relatively
large magma batches of magma rather than applying incremental
emplacement hypothesis to non-sheeted plutons that lack ubiquitous
internal contacts.
8.1. Interpretation of the emplacement processes of the Hurricane Divide
pluton

In light of our field observations and the above discussion, we be-
lieve that the Wallowa batholith roof preserves a frozen-in magma
process zone that offers an exceptional view into the final emplace-
ment of large-volume, Cordilleran-type plutons into the shallow
crust (b7 km in this case according to Al-in-hornblende barometry).
There are two striking features associated with theWallowa batholith
roof. First, contrasting styles of contact metamorphism and deforma-
tion were observed in the calc-silicate rocks of the Martin Bridge For-
mation and siliciclastic rocks of the Hurwal Formation. The strong
lineations defined by contact-metamorphic minerals (Fig. 3e) associ-
ated with pervasive foliation and tight to isoclinal folds (Fig. 3c, d)
suggest intense syn-emplacement, ductile shortening in the calc-
silicates as opposed to the monoclinal, only moderately dipping and
well-preserved bedding in the siliciclastic rocks (Fig. 3f). Second,
the flat portions of the roof are made up of the siliciclastic rocks
whereas the exposed steep pluton wall is predominantly composed
of calc-silicate rocks (Fig. 5a). Our interpretation of the above is that
the two contrasting patterns of deformation reflect two distinct but
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Fig. 7. Emplacement-related structures along the Wallowa batholith–roof contact. (a) Highly irregular roof margin disrupted by numerous concordant (bedding-parallel) and dis-
cordant (bedding-perpendicular) intrusive sheets that separate angular roof blocks tens of meters across. (b) Moderately dipping segment of the roof margin exhibiting stepped
geometry and disrupted by bedding-parallel intrusive sheets in some places. Note the abundant irregularly shaped roof blocks inside the granodiorite. (c) Close-up of a steep seg-
ment of the roof margin (shown in Fig. 6b) extensively disrupted by intrusive sheets. See Fig. 2b for location of photographs.
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Fig. 8. Mesoscopic structures along the Wallowa batholith–roof contact. (a, b) Sheeted complexes inside and near the roof margin, respectively, consisting of amalgamated grano-
diorite and diorite sheets that enclose ductilely deformed and fractured host rock blocks. Hammer for scale. (c) Variably ductilely deformed screens of leucosome-bearing hornfelsic
rocks intruded discordantly by granodiorite sheets. Swiss Army penknife (9 cm long) for scale. (d) Close-up of highly disrupted roof margin intruded by granodiorite sheets. The
sheets are internally layered and bear abundant schlieren and concentrations of biotite and hornblende. The host rock screens have been ductilely deformed and dismembered dur-
ing the sheet intrusion. Hammer for scale. (e) Blunt tips of intrusive sheets in the contact metamorphic siliciclastic rocks of the Hurwal Formation. Note that bedding is folded
around some sheet tips. Hammer for scale. (f) Close-up of a network of granodiorite sheets oriented at a high angle to each other and separating angular blocks of metasedimentary
host rock. Hammer for scale. See Fig. 2b for location of photographs.
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broadly coeval rheologically controlled material transfer processes
(MTPs of Paterson and Fowler, 1993a,b) accommodating emplace-
ment of the Hurricane Divide pluton (Fig. 10). We suggest that the
significantly weaker carbonates were capable of ductile flow at large
scales even at the upper crustal level and were thus intensely short-
ened during magma emplacement (although some of the total strain
could also be attributed to regional deformation; Figs. 3c, 10a). In
contrast, the rheologically stronger, thinly bedded siliciclastic rocks
deformed brittlely by fracture or by flexural slip at exactly the same
emplacement level and thus presumably similar ambient tempera-
ture. These inferences are in concert with microstructural studies
and experimentally determined flow laws indicating that marbles
are rheologically weaker than quartz-dominated lithologies under
most crustal conditions (e.g., Brodie and Rutter, 2000; Ulrich et al.,
2002). Thus both ductile and brittle processes were operative broadly
simultaneously although in different lithologies and presumably at
different rates during emplacement of a single pluton (e.g., Dietl,
1999; Miller and Paterson, 1999; Wang et al., 2000; Burov et al.,
2003; Ciavarella and Wyld, 2008; Marko and Yoshinobu, 2011).
8.2. Mechanism of roof-rock stoping in the magma process zone

Structures preserved along the batholith–roof contact provide a
detailed picture of how the brittle emplacement processes operated
(Fig. 10b). We suggest that magma intruded first as approximately
hundred meters long sills (Figs. 6a, b, and 10b) along the pre-
existing planes of weakness as represented by bedding in the silici-
clastic rocks. We see three possible mechanical explanations, or
their combination, for the sill emplacement. First, the magma was
driven passively into bedding planes that were parted as the roof
rock differentially expanded owing to heating from the underlying
magma (e.g., Clarke et al., 1998). Second, the sill emplacement was
also passive, with the magma being drawn into bedding-parallel
cracks, but the cracks opened in response to gravity-driven subsi-
dence of the bedded roof rock into less dense magma (e.g., Clarke
and Clarke, 1998). Third, the sills were emplaced forcefully by
magma wedging (Hutton, 1992; Weinberg, 1999; Miller and
Paterson, 2001). Implication of the latter would be that the magma
was overpressured at the time of sill emplacement (e.g., due to
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Fig. 9. Xenoliths in the Wallowa batholith. (a) A large xenolith (tens of meters across) of the siliciclastic rocks of the Hurwal Formation engulfed in the host granodiorite. The xe-
nolith hosts a network of intrusive sheets that are at a high angle to each other. The granodiorite around the large block is littered with numerous smaller xenoliths. (b, c) Close-up
views on contrasting, discordant and concordant xenolith margins. Hammer for scale. (d) Concentration of mafic microgranular enclaves (MME) and xenoliths of various size,
shape, and composition. Some of the xenoliths are aligned parallel to magmatic foliation in the host granodiorite. Swiss Army penknife (9 cm long) for scale. See Fig. 2b for location
of photographs.
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Fig. 10. Interpretative cartoon showing the ductile and brittle emplacement processes as inferred from our field observations in the Wallowa batholith and its host rock; see text for
discussion. HF–Hurwal Formation, MBF–Martin Bridge Formation, PBP–Pole Bridge pluton.
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buyoancy, tectonic stresses, and/or replenishment; Folch and Martí,
1998; McLeod and Tait, 1999; Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003). Subse-
quently, the thin roof-rock screens that separated the sills were in-
truded and fragmented by shorter connecting dikes that cut across
the bedding (Fig. 10b). The connecting dikes may have utilized pre-
existing joints (ubiquitous in shallow crust), formed as magma-
driven self-propagating fractures (Clemens and Mawer, 1992), or ac-
commodated gravity-driven brittle failure of the high-aspect-ratio
inter-sill screens (continuum from the second process outlined
above). In addition, dike emplacement was locally associated with
ductile shortening and folding of wall rock (Fig. 8d, e).

Consequently, the emplacement of sills and dikes led to the devel-
opment of an interconnected network of magma-filled cracks sur-
rounding rectangular roof blocks tens of meters across (Figs. 6b, 7a,
and 10b). Where not arrested by significantly diachronous cooling
and solidification of the bounding intrusive sheets, we envision that
adding magma to the fractured roof caused significant reduction of
its overall strength (e.g., Hollister and Crawford, 1986; Pavlis, 1996;
Zulauf and Helferich, 1997), a process that could potentially lead to
a catastrophic, gravity-driven failure of pluton roofs and trigger volca-
nic eruptions (Hawkins and Wiebe, 2004). The aggregates of roof
blocks enveloped by magma could have been then easily detached
from the roof and stoped into the underlying magma chamber
(Figs. 7b, 9a, and 10b). Once engulfed in the magma below the roof,
some of the stoped blocks were intruded again by smaller sills and
continued to mechanically disaggregate along the concordant mar-
gins (Fig. 9c).

Several recent studies suggested that, unlike the original view of
stoping as a result of solely thermal cracking of the host rock (e.g.,
Daly, 1903; Marsh, 1982; Furlong and Myers, 1985), the removal of
large blocks from the pluton roofs may also be a mechanical process
facilitated by hydraulic fracturing of and dike emplacement into the
roof (e.g., Pignotta and Paterson, 2007; Paterson et al., in press). Our
inferences developed above support this latter view. Furthermore,
several studies on dike transport of granitoid magmas have
postulated that the dikes may propagate rapidly in a crystal-poor
low-viscosity state at rates as fast as 1 cm∙s–1 to avoid freezing
(Petford et al., 1993; Petford, 1996). If correct, the formation of sill–
dike networks as described in this paper and the removal of blocks
from the roof may also have been extremely rapid. After their entrap-
ment into magma, large blocks may be rapidly transported down-
ward since the rate at which blocks sink is much greater than the
rate at which magmas crystallize (Marsh, 1982; Paterson and Miller,
1998a,b; Paterson and Okaya, 1999; Pignotta and Paterson, 2001;
Pignotta and Paterson, 2007). For example, Marsh (1982) has demon-
strated that a stoped block 10 m in size immersed in granitic magma
will sink at a geologically instantaneous rate on the order of cm∙s–1.
At the exposed near-roof level through the Wallowa batholith, this
assertion is supported by a general lack of reaction textures and by
the presence of knife-sharp xenolith margins (e.g., Figs. 8d, f, and
10b), which favor rapid stoping with minor assimilation. Rapid re-
moval and sinking of stoped blocks from the process zone is also sup-
ported by the narrow transition from the roof into underlying block-
poor granodiorite (e.g., Figs. 6b, and 7c). We believe that the above
proposed hypothesis has important implications for evaluating the
efficacy of magma ascent by stoping in the crust. If the magma
could extensively disrupt rigid roof rocks in the process zone by me-
chanical diking (a rapid process by definition regardless of the driving
force), then its ascent by stoping through the upper crust may also be
fast until the magma freezes by cooling from both the host rock and
incorporated stoped blocks. In combination with other material
transfer processes (e.g., ductile flow, roof uplift), this rapid process
of stoping could contribute to emplacement of large portions of
Cordilleran-type plutons and batholiths.

9. Conclusions

(1) The roof of the Wallowa batholith (specifically of the Hurri-
cane Divide pluton), which is interpreted to represent the process
zone of ascending magma, preserves a record of two main,
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presumably coeval emplacement processes: ductile flow largely ac-
commodated by rheologically weak and thus severely deformed mar-
bles in the steep pluton wall, and voluminous stoping of strong,
bedded siliciclastic rocks along the flat roof.

(2) Structures preserved along the roof suggest that the stoping
was a multi-stage process involving emplacement of longer sills
along bedding planes and formation of short connecting dikes cutting
across bedding to produce sill–dike networks along the batholith–
roof contact. Portions of the sill–dike networks surrounding large
rectangular roof blocks were then stoped into and continued to be
disintegrated in the magma chamber.

(3) This inferredmechanism departs from the commonly assumed
mode of stoped block formation solely by thermal shattering of plu-
ton roofs. It follows that if the host rock in front of the ascending
magma path (i.e., in the process zone) is being disrupted mechanical-
ly by diking, the ascent of magma by stoping triggered by dike prop-
agation could be rapid. In combination with other processes, it could
effectively contribute to emplacement of voluminous and mostly
non-sheeted Cordilleran-type batholiths at upper crustal levels.
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